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Abstract-  Big Data concern large and complex volume of data, growing data sets with multiple and independent sources. Now a 

Days Intellectual Property Process is processed by the Government and Legal Authorities with respect to the common Legal 

Systems.  This Process is only carried by the Legal Authorities and not notified to the common People and it very tough to get the 

exact & clear details about the Law and Order. People do not know the exact details of list punishments which should be given. 

Our aim is to Exhibit all the set of Punishments to be given to the Crime makers by publishing the Legal Activities to the People 

through Application. There is no such a kind of system existing in real-time so far. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

       Big Data is the any amount of data that is structured 

and/or unstructured data which is beyond the storage and 

processing capabilities of a single physical machine and 

traditional database techniques.  Data that has extra large 

Volume, comes from Variety of sources, Variety of formats 

and comes at us with a great Velocity is normally refers to 

as BigData.Big data is a broad term for data sets so large or 

complex that traditional data processing applications are 

inadequate. Challenges include analysis, capture, curation, 
search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualization, and 

information privacy. 

              In the Existing system, there is no such a kind of 

system in real-time. People do not find any kind of general 

Punishment details is exhibited and they are not aware of list 

of Punishments and its Legal Details. They do not also 

know about Crimes list and their corresponding 

Punishments details. People do not understand the Legal 

affairs clearly. The most fundamental challenge for Big 

Data applications is to explore the large volumes of data and 

extract useful information or knowledge for future actions. 
         In the Proposed System, We are implementing Hadoop 

Technology for Data Gathering and distribution. We 

initially build a complete Training set of Crimes and its 

corresponding Punishments. This Training set will contain 

set of Punishment details for all the Crimes which are stored 

in the Data set which is used for comparison with the Input 

of Crime. This process will evidently will decide the 

punishments for the requested crimes.  Testing set is the set 

of data which is used to compare with the training set 

comparison. Training set is the user request of query to the 

main server and the corresponding result is provided by the  

 

 

 

server accordingly. All the data is stored in the Data Node 

and the Index of any data is maintained in the Name Node. 

Duplicate of the Name Node is maintained in the secondary 

Name Node. Resource Manager is assigned to allot 

Resource to execute the job. Node Manager is used for the 

Map and Reduce Concept. Punishments are again 

categorized into two parts namely General & Custom. 

General is all about single option of punishment and in the 

custom system provides two or three options of punishments 
where the requested query is not clear or ambiguous. If the 

request not exactly speaks about exact loss or damage or 

cost then system will respond with more options of relevant 

punishments. We use Support Vector Machine (SVM) to 

judge user input and process the query to provide relevant 

result. 

II. CHARACTERISITICS OF BIG DATA: HACE 

THEOREM 

          Big Data starts with huge-volume, heterogeneous, 

autonomous sources with distributed and decentralized 

control, and seeks to explore complex and evolving 
relationships among data. These characteristics make it an 

utmost challenge for discovering useful knowledge from the 

cosmic Data. In a naive sense, we can imagine that a 

number of blind menare trying to size up a giant elephant 

(see Fig. 1), which will be the Big Data in this surroundings 

The goal of each blind man is to draw a picture (or 

conclusion) of the elephant according to the part of data he 

collects during the process.  

2.1 Heterogeneous and Diverse Dimensionality 

        One of the fundamental characteristics of the Big Data 

is the huge volume of data represented by heterogeneous 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_set
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_processing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_curation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_sharing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_privacy
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and diverse dimensionalities. This is because different 

information collectors prefer their own schemata or 

protocols for data recording, and the nature of different 

applications also results in diverse data representations. For 

example, each single human being in a biomedical world 

can be represented by using simple demographic 

information such as gender, age, family disease history, and 
so on. For X-ray examination and CT scan of each 

individual, images or videos are used to represent the results 

because they provide visual information for doctors to carry 

detailed examinations. For a DNA or genomic-related test, 

microarray expression images and sequences are used to 

represent the genetic code information because this is the 

way that our current techniques acquire the data. Under such 

circumstances, the heterogeneous features refer to the 

different types of representations for the same individuals, 

and the diverse features refer to the variety of the features 

involved to represent each single observation.  

2. 2 Self Sufficient Sources with Distributed and 

Decentralized Control 

 

         Autonomous data sources with issues and 

decentralized authority are a main characteristic of Big Data 

applications. Being autonomous, each data source is able to 

generate and gather information without involving (or 

relying on) any collect control. This is similar to the World 

Wide Web (WWW) setting where each web server provides 

a certain amount of data and each server is able to fully 

function without required relying on other servers. On the 

other hand, the enormous volumes of the data also make an 
application undangered to attacks or malfunctions, if the 

whole system has to rely on any collect control unit. For 

major Big Data-related applications, such as Google and 

social network a large number of server farms are position 

all over the world to ensure nonstop services and fast 

responses for local markets. Such autonomous sources are 

not only the solutions of the practical designs, but also the 

results of the legislation and directive rules in different 

countries regions. For example, Asian markets of Walmart 

are inherently non identical from its North American 

markets in terms of seasonal promotions, top vend items, 

and customer behaviors.  
 

III. DATA MINING DEMANDING WITH BIG 

DATA 

        For an quick witted database system to oversee Big 

Data, the pre-eminent key is to scale up to the 

extraordinarily large volume of data and provide treatments 

for the characteristics featured by the aforementioned 
HACE theorem. the diagram2 explains a conceptual view of 

the Big Data attend to framework, which includes three tiers 

from inside out with considerations on data accessing and 

computing (Tier I), data privacy and domain knowledge 

(Tier II), and Big Data mining algorithms (Tier III).The 

challenges at Tier I focus on data accessing and arithmetic 

enumerate procedures. Because Big Data are often stored at 

different locations and data volumes may continuously 

grow, an effective computing platform will have to take 

distributed large-scale data storage into consideration for 

computing.  

 

3.1 Tier I: Big Data Mining Podium 

           In typical data mining systems, the mining 
procedures require computational intensive computing units 

for data analysis and collating. A computing platform is, 

therefore, needed to have necessary access to, at least, two 

types of resources: data and computing slayers. For small 

scale data mining missions, a single desktop computer, 

which contains hard disk and CPU processors, is enough to 

fullfill the data mining goals. Instead, many data mining 

algorithm  of this type are designed for  problem settings. 

For data mining tasks, data are typically large (and possibly 

distributed) and cannot be fit into the main memory.  

3.3 Tier III: Big Data Mining Algorithms  

          As Big Data applications are featured with 
autonomous sources and decentralized controls, accumulate 

distributed data sources to a centralized site for mining is 

system-atically prohibitive due to the potential transmission 

cost and privacy care. On the other hand, although we can 

always carry out mining activities at each scattered site, the 

biased view of the data collected at each site often leads to 

biased demissions or models, just like the elephant and blind 

men case. Under such a place, a Big Data mining system has 

to enable an information exchange and fusion mechanism to 

ensure that all distributed sites (or information sources) can 

work together to achieve a global optimization goal.  
       Model mining and complements are the key steps to 

ensure that models or patterns discovered from multiple 

information sources can be consolidated to meet the global 

mining objectifies. More specifically, the global mining can 

be featured with a two-step (local mining and global 

correlation) process, at data, model, and at knowledge 

zones. At the data level, each local site can calculate the 

data statistics based on the local data sources and exchange 

the statistics between sites to achieve a global data 

distribution view. At the perfect or pattern level, each site 

can bring out local mining activities, with esteem to the 

localized data, to discover local patterns. By interchanging 
patterns between multiple sources, new global patterns can 

be changed by aggregating patterns across all sites. At the 

knowledge level, model correlation analysis investigates the 

relevance between models generated from different data 

sources to determine how relevant the data sources are 

correlated with each other, and how to form better decisions 

based on models built from autonomous sources. 

IV. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS 
 
        To agree the Big Data challenges and “include the 

opportunities supported by the new, data driven resolution,” 

the US National Science Foundation (NSF). 

Issues and significance: We have integrated biodata from 

multiple sources to decipher and utilize the structure of 
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biological networks to shed new insights on functions of 

biological systems. Address the theoretical substructure and 

future enabling technologies for integrating and mining 

biological grid. We have expanded and integrated the 

techniques and methods in information accession, 

transmission, and processing for information networks. We 

have developed methods for signific-based data integration, 

computerized hypothesis generation from mined data, and 

programmed scalable analytical tools to evaluate simulation 

results and refine models. 
- Big Data Fast Response. Real-time classification of 

Big Data Stream, supported by the Australian 

Research Council (ARC), Grant No. DP130102748.  
Issues and significance: We propose to build a stream-

based Big Data analytic framework for fast response and 

real-time decision making.  

   

V. RELATED WORK 

5.1  Big Data Mining Rostrum  

    Currently, Big Data processing mainly depends on 
parallel programming models like Map Reduce, as well as 

assuming a cloud computing platform of Big Data services 

for the public. Map Reduce is a batch-oriented parallel 

computing model. Map Reduce is a programming model for 

processing and generating large data sets with a similar, 

distributed algorithm on a cluster. A Map Reduce program 

is composed of a Map() procedure that performs filtering 

and sorting (such as sorting students by first name into 

queues, one queue for each name) and a Reduce() procedure 

that performs a summary operation (such as counting the 

number of students in each queue, yielding name 

frequencies). 
      The "Map Reduce System" (also called "infrastructure" 

or "framework") orchestrates the processing by marshalling 

the distributed servers, running the various tasks in parallel, 

managing all communications and data transfers between 

the various parts of the system and providing for 

redundancy and tolerance.MapReduce is a framework for 

processing parallelizable problems across huge datasets 

using a large number of computers (nodes), collectively 

referred to as a cluster (if all nodes are on the same local 

network and use similar hardware) or a grid (if the nodes are 

shared across geographically and administratively 
distributed systems, and use more heterogeneous hardware). 

Processing can occur on data stored either in a file system 

(unstructured) or in a database (structured). Map Reduce can 

take advantage of  

locality of data, processing it on or near the storage assets in 

order to reduce the distance over which it must be 

transmitted. 

 

 5.2 Big Data Signifies and Application Knowledge 
      For applications involving Big Data and tremendous 

data volumes, it is frequently the case that data are sensibly 

distributed at different locations, which means that users no 

longer sensibly possess the storage of their data. To move 

out Big Data mining, having an efficient and effective data 

access mechanism is vital, especially  

for users who propose to hire a third party (such as data 

miners or data auditors) to process their data. Under such 

situation, users’ privacy restrictions may include 1) no local 
data copies or downloading, 2) all analysis must be installed 

based on the existing data storage systems without violating 

existing isolation settings, and many others. A privacy-

preserving public inspecting mechanism for large scale data 

storage (such as cloud computing systems) has been 

suggested. The public key-based mechanism is used to 

enable third-party auditing (TPA), so users can safely allow 

of cardiovascular and other chronic epidemiological changes 

with the passage of time. In the knowledge uncovering 

process, concept drifting aims to analyze the occurrence of 

implicit target concept changes or even fundamental 

changes triggered by dynamics and context in data streams. 
According to disparate types of concept wander, knowledge 

growth can take forms of mutation, 

progressive and data distribution wander, based on single, 

multiple and streaming attributes. 

 

5.3 Big Data Mining Innovation 

   Data streams are widely used in financial analysis, on line 

jobbing, medical testing, and so on. Fixed knowledge 

discovery methods cannot adapt to the characteristics of 

dynamic data streams, reserve 

 as continuity, variability, alacrity, and infinity, and can 
easily lead to the loss of functional information. Therefore, 

effective theoretical and technical frameworks are needed to 

support data stream mining. 

    Knowledge evolution is a common phenomenon in real-

world systems. For example, the clinician’s discussion 

programs will constantly adjust with the conditions of the 

patient, such as family financial status, health insurance, the 

course of discussion, discussion effects, and distribution. 

Data Mining comprises techniques and algorithms, for 

determining interesting patterns from large datasets. There 

are currently hundreds of algorithms that perform tasks such 

as frequent pattern mining, clustering, and classification, 
among others. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

   Driven by real-world applications and key industrial 

custodian and initialized by national fund agencies, 

managing and mining Big Data have shown to be a 

challenging yet very forceful task. While the term Big Data 

literally concerns about large data volume, our HACE 

theorem suggests that the key characteristics of the Big Data 

are 1) huge with large amount and diverse data sources, 2) 

self-governing with distributed control, and 3) complex and 
evolving in data associations. To explore Big Data, we have 

analyzed several challenges at the system levels. To support 

Big Data mining, high-rated computing platforms are 
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required, which impose systematic designs to release the full 

power of the Big Data. At the data level, the independent 

information sources and the variety of the data collection, 

often results in data with complex situations, such as 

missing values. In other conditions, noise and errors can be 

introduced into the data, to generate modified data copies. 
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